Usborne English
The Little Red Hen • Worksheet
1. Look at the map, then choose the right word to fill the gaps in the sentences.
near

opposite

next to

between

A. The field is ...............................................
the barn.

Map of the farm
Barn
Farmhouse

B. The farmhouse is .....................................
the barn and the hen house.

Field

Hen house

Mill

Bakehouse

C. The duck pond is .....................................
the bakehouse.
D. The farmhouse is .....................................
the river.

Duck pond

2. Match the speech bubbles to the animals in the pictures.
1.

2.

A.

B.
Squeak!

3.

4.

C.

Hide! It’s
the little red

D.
Meow!

Quack!

3. Answer TRUE or FALSE.
A. The hen ground the flour into wheat.

TRUE/FALSE

B. The hen made the bread by herself.

TRUE/FALSE

C. The cat helped the hen to eat the bread.

TRUE/FALSE

4. Put the sentences in story order, numbering them from 1 to 6.
A. The hen baked the bread. ___

D. The hen ate the bread. ___

B. The hen ground the wheat into flour. ___ E. The hen cut the wheat down. ___
C. The hen planted the wheat. ___

F. The hen made the flour into bread. ___
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The Little Red Hen • Worksheet
Activity: make a pecking hen (and a rat)
To make a hen,
you will need:
paper plate
paints
plain paper
glue
tissue paper
sticky tape

1. Fold a paper plate in
half. Open it out, then
paint the back of the
plate in bright stripes,
like this.

2. Fold the plate in half
again. For a beak, cut
a triangle out of paper,
paint it red and glue it
inside one corner.

3. Cut some triangles
from paper and then
paint them. You will use
these to make the crest
on top of the hen’s head.

4. Glue the triangles to
the back of the plate. Cut
out circles of paper, paint
them green and glue
them on for the eyes.

5. Cut ten or twelve
thin strips of bright
tissue paper. Make the
strips about as long as
your hand.

6. Gather the strips into
a bunch, twisting them
together at one end.
Tape them onto the
plate for the hen’s tail.

Push the hen’s beak down to make it rock, as if pecking.

To make a rat,
you will need:
brown or grey paper
pink paper
white paper
black pen
glue
string or wool
sticky tape

1. For the rat’s body,
fold a piece of thick
paper in half. Draw a
curve and also a short
line coming down from
the fold, like this.

2. Keeping the paper
folded, cut along the
curve and the short
line. Then flatten the
body, and draw a nose
and whiskers.

4. For the rat’s ears,
fold a smaller piece of
paper in half. Draw an
ear next to the fold,
then cut along the line.
Open out the ears.

5. Cut two shapes from
pink paper and glue
them onto the ears.
Then slot the ears into
the cut at the top of
the body.

3. Draw two eyes on
white paper, then cut
them out. Glue them
onto the body. Then
cut a piece of string
and tape it on for a tail.

Can you think how you might make a duck, or a cat?
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